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Key Learning Benefits:

Understand the potential use cases of Big data & IoT in renewable energy
Learn how to best benchmark (tools, methods) and what to benchmark in order to get tangible results
Understand the impact of Big data & IoT on operations/business models due to digitalisation & analytics
Gain insight on the key facts on how to implement the methodology to they own assets
Examine the real challenges to face in CMS (Condition Monitoring Systems based on SCADA Data)implementation
Understand how to uses machine learning algorithms for turbine performance monitoring
Discover how machine learning techniques improve the yield of a wind turbine
Learn about predictive maintenance techniques that are possible when data collection is streamlined and repeatable
Demonstrate the importance and challenges of power forecasting for wind farm portfolios
Learn from the hands-on experience of industry-leaders on using data analytic tools to reduce failures
Demonstrate the importance of an integrated solution for data management for an operator of several wind farms
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12:40 Case Study
Machine Learning for Enhanced Lidar Wind Field Reconstruction
•
Lidar are becoming increasingly popular in the wind industry to measure
08:00 Registration and Morning Coffee
		
wind speeds easily at several heights and in different locations.
•
They can be reliably used for 10-minute average wind speeds, for instance
08:30 Chairman`s Opening Remarks
		
for IEC-compliant power performance assessment, although accuracy
		
drops in complex terrain.
THE FUTURE OF SMART WIND TURBINES
		
Site suitability studies, as well as turbine control applications, require
08:40 Opening Address
		
accurate estimates of the 1-second wind speeds and turbulence, which
State of the Industry: Onshore Wind
		
are currently not well-reconstructed from raw Lidar measurements.
•
State of the industry in Europe: where are the opportunities for growth
•
There is therefore potential for Lidar to provide much more informative
		
and what are the skills required to be successful
		
measurements of the wind variation across the whole rotor area of the
•
The long-term outlook for renewable energy and the challenges ahead
		
turbine, in real time.
•
Opportunities for IoT onshore wind and in the energy sector as whole
•
In this project, one of the most powerful machine learning methods for
high-noise low-volume data is applied, to overcome the assumptions
David Hostert / Head of Wind Energy Research / Bloomberg New Energy Finance 		
		
currently built into the Lidar wind field reconstruction methods.
09:10 Case Study
•
Participants will learn more about the assumptions in their current Lidar
wind field data, and see how machine learning can help better assess site
Envision Energy’s Digital Twin Technology Guiding Smart Wind Farm 		 		
		
conditions and therefore potentially improve turbine failure rates through
Development and Operations
better site understanding
•
Envision Energy’s suite of digital products span the entire power plant 		 		
		
life-cycle across wind resource assessment, site design and optimization, 		 Clym Stock-Williams / Wind Energy Consultant / ECN
		
asset monitoring, power forecasting and prognostic analytics.
•
Hosted as apps on Envision’s EnOSTM energy IoT platform, Envision’s 		 13:20 Lunch Time
		
monitoring, forecasting (KongmingTM) and analytics (EnSightTM) products 		
14:20 Coffee and Networking Break
		
can work together forming a Digital Twin of the plant, enabling true
		
operational optimization under defined data-driven uncertainty quantification.
•
This operational Digital Twin has GreenwichTM as its digital fingerprint 		 HARNESSING THE POWER OF BIG DATA
		
core, which contains the wind resource, site design and physical model 		 14:30 Case Study
		
information characterizing the plant.
Deriving Real Business Value using Big Data Analytics
•
Realizing the full value of the Digital Twin, is not only operational optimization,
& IoT Technologies
		
but closing the loop with the plant’s original GreenwichTM digital fingerprint 		 •
Leveraging big data analytics for effective decision making
		 design.
•
Harnessing the power of IIoT to enhance wind farm performance
•
Operational Digital Twin feedback to GreenwichTM can provide
•
Impact of Digitalisation on operations & business models
		
benchmarking of AEP prediction accuracy and uncertainty, guide best 		 •
Challenges of implementing Big Data Analytics & IIoT
		
practices in wind resource assessment according to orographic
Vinay Gupta / Head Data Analytics & Business Excellence / Suzlon Group
		
and climatic characterization, as well as tune the mesoscale, microscale 		
15:00 Case Study
		
and wake physical numerical models that generate the long-term
		
representative wind field predictions.
Data Analytics by using High Frequency SCADA Data
•
Possibilities and limits of SCADA data
Daniel Luecht / Head of International Product & Wind IoT Solutions /
•
Availability of high frequency SCADA data
Envision Energy
•
Possible applications
•
Failure detection by using SCADA data
09:40 Case Study
Offshore Wind Farm Control Trials
Christian Jahn / Senior Engineer / Innogy SE
•
Wind Farm Control strategies being demonstrated to maximise energy
15:30 Case Study
		
production and reduce fatigue
Leveraging Physics with Big Data and Machine Learning
•
The turbine control will be demonstrated at an operational wind farm
		
by adjusting the pitch and adjusting yaw to steer the wake
for Detecting Drivetrain Degradation
•
Aim is to validate the benefits of holistic wind farm control rather than
•
Big data cluster technology enables data analysis algorithms to process
		
much larger datasets.
		
selfish turbine control
•
Physics-based condition monitoring (CM) techniques allow detailed
•
Demonstration project launched as part of the Carbon Trust’s OWA
		
understanding of system degradation, but need an expert to do
		
programme which is backed by 5 wind farm developers and receiving
		
the analysis. This limits the amount of data that can be processed.
		
EU funding with the aim of further reducing offshore wind costs
•
Combining both technologies allows physics based CM to deal with large
James Sinfield / Technology Acceleration Manager / The Carbon Trust
		
datasets and gain insights in degradation.
•
This approach is illustrated by means of real-life offshore turbine data
10:10 Case Study
Jan Helsen / Drivetrain Monitoring and Big Data Coordinator / OWI-Lab
Making out the Wood from the Trees
•
Long before the phrases “big data” or “internet of things” were heard, wind 		 16:00 Afternoon Tea and Networking
		
turbines were genuinely “connected assets”, streaming billions digits to remote
16:30 Interactive Panel Discussion
		
centres of operational control
The Value of Industry Collaboration
•
Often SCADA systems were intended simply to report electrical power,
Developing business models to ensure all stakeholders share the risks,
		
health and turbine status, many older turbines are no longer supported by 		 •
		
costs and benefits of each IoT project
		
their manufacturers but wind farm operators have fantastic opportunities
•
How to determine areas for private market investment and how to choose
		
to streamline maintenance scheduling by making use of data
		
strategic partnerships with IoT innovators
•
Most maintenance tasks are still scheduled based on elapsed time only,
•
Partnerships as the key to success
		
but there are clear benefits from reducing interventions and unexpected
•
How the energy eco-system can work together to capitalise on the potential
		 interruptions
		
of IoT
•
Most important is first to rank all failure modes, based consistently on risk rather •
Embrace new business models and identify their role in the new digital
		
than subjectively on notoriety, then to tackle failure modes by identifying the 		 		
wind energy eco-system
		
root causes and early indicators of future degradation of function
•
Collaboration, data sharing & data exchange
•
The example will be shown of using physics based models to derive thermal 		 		
o The better we exchange data, the less disruptive it is for current business
		
stress cycles in the electrical connections within power electronics to show the 		 			 models and organisations
		
accumulation of damage and the approaching failure of the unit
Moderator
Dr. Mark Spring / Principal Engineer Renewables O&M / Lloyds Register
Volker Berkhout / Research Associate / Fraunhofer IWES
Panelists from:
10:40 Case Study
University of Birmingham / Suzlon Group / Totaro & Associates, LLC / ROMO
Levenmouth 7MW R&D Turbine- Journeys in Data
Wind AG Denmark / ZEVIT / Envision Energy / GE Global Research /
•
Aero-elastic modelling – creating a digital twin
Innogy SE
•
Challenges of data collection and advanced sensors
17:50
Interactive Workshop:
•
CLOWT – Clone of the Levenmouth Turbine – opportunities for demonstration
How Data-Centric Engineering Can Achieve a Reduction of Wind Farm
•
Novel monitoring (blades, structures and generators)
Operational Costs
Andy Macdonald / Senior Innovation Manager / Offshore Renewable Energy
Lloyd’s Register Foundation’s Foresight Review of Big Data provides an insight
Catapult (ORE Catapult)
into the opportunities and challenges with the increasing use and availability of
data for large infrastructure and engineering:
11:10 Morning Coffee and Networking
•
From cradle to grave, design to decommissioning, big data analytics
		
will feature at all phases of the life-cycle of engineered systems, and will
11:40 Case Study
		
inform new developments as part of an iterative process.
•
Analytics will create value from a wide range of data, informing not
Interacting Offshore Wind Farms: First Real Proof and Investigation
		
only asset and machine performance but linking these to the physical,
of Far Offshore Wakes in the German Bight (R&D project WIPAFF)
		
economic, social, and human environments in which they sit.
•
First real case proof of far wakes by air craft measurements
•
Data standards, generation, capture, annotation, storage, analysis,
•
Capturing far wakes by adopted research and industry models
		
visualisation, security and ownership will increasingly become key 		
•
Building a measurement network to monitor far wakes and offshore conditions 		
parts of the modern engineering life cycle, significantly changing how
•
Implications on wind farm planning and operation
		
design, manufacturing, maintenance and decommissioning of complex
Tom Neumann / Head of Research & Studies / UL-DEWI
		
machinery and other assets will be carried out in the future.
•
Data-centric engineering recognises that data is an asset and so there are
		
two, co-crafted outputs from the data-centric engineering process, the
WIND POWER RESOURCE ASSESSMENT AND FORECASTING 		
physical asset and the digital asset.
•
Decentralised data ownership poses challenges to analysis and is 		
12:10 Case Study
		
a problem for some business models, but in engineering, data exchange,
Integrated Solutions for Data Management and Power forecasting
		
interoperation and analysis can lead to improved asset function and add
in Wind Energy
		
enormous value.
•
Data Management for wind farm operators, modular architecture
•
Intellectual property ownership will be a barrier to accountable, trusted,
•
Power Forecasting: A wind portfolio case study
		
and controlled cross-company data infrastructures if mechanisms for rights
•
Wind farm availability forecasting: Text Mining and data access
		
management are not included at the design stage.
Antonios Papoutsakis / Senior Wind & Site Engineer / Terna Energy Greece
Facilitated by:
Dr Rebecca Sykes / Technology Innovation Leader / Lloyd’s Register Group
Services Limited
		
18:10 Closing Remarks from the Chair and End of Day One

Thursday 9th November 2017
08:00 Registration and Morning Coffee

13:10

Lunch Time

08:30 Chairman’s Opening Address

14:10

Coffee and Networking Break

08:40 Case Study
Architecting the Digital Services ‘App Store’
•
The functional architecture of a platform for the delivery of digital services,
		
including current and future product & service offerings.
•
Content creation, management, and data ownership in the world of IoT.
•
Opportunities for partnership and likely M&A in the wind energy IoT sector.
•
Business models for monetization of data-as-a-service (DaaS)
		
and analytics-as-a-service (AaaS).
Philip Totaro / Founder & CEO / Totaro & Associates, LLC

14:20 Case Study
Real Time Analytics: Moving Engineering Models Online
The talk will cover how predictive and diagnostic engineering models can be
moved to an online environment for real time calculation and flagging.
•
Remaining life estimator
•
Fatigue calculations
•
Drive train component health monitoring and failure prediction
•
Turbine underperformance flagging
Michael Wilkinson / Head of Section, Asset Integrity & Performance /
DNV GL – Energy

BENCHMARKING AND PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
09:10 Case Study
Digital Twin for Wind Shear Estimation and Optimization
•
Shear profile influences Wind Farm performance
•
Measuring Shear is costly and difficult
•
Machine Learning can be used to create Virtual Shear Sensors from other
		 sensors
•
These virtual sensors provide the opportunity to optimize performance
Scott Evans / Senior Research Engineer in the Machine Learning Lab /
GE Global Research
09:40 Case Study
Improved Wind Turbine Performance Monitoring through the use
of High‑Frequency SCADA Data
•
Benefits of using high-frequency SCADA data over 10-minute aggregated
		 signals
•
Advanced data analysis techniques based on machine learning
		
and probabilistic modelling
•
Results from case studies of successful component fault detection through
		
wind turbine performance monitoring
•
Potential applicability as a high-level condition monitoring tool and outlook
Elena González / Researcher / CIRCE foundation
10:10 Case Study
Performance & Reliability Assessment of Wind Farms at a Glance:
Case Study
Masoud Asgarpour / Team Lead Analytics & Asset Integrity Management /
Vattenfall Wind
10:40 Case Study
Next Generation Wind Farm Optimisation – Designing better using
WindArchitect
•
Asking the right questions – why financial optimisation is important
		
for wind farm design
•
Optimising your data – creating value from analytics
•
Letting the data talk – data driven decision that can change perceptions
		
on your layout design
Christie Pommier / Team Leader Modelling and Data Science / Uniper
Technologies
11:10 Morning Coffee and Networking

ADVANCED CONDITION MONITORING AND PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE
11:40 Case Study
Challenges in Fully Implementing a Data-Driven Predictive
Maintenance Strategy for the Optimisation of Wind Farm
Operational Performance
•
Advantages of predictive maintenance over corrective and preventive
		 maintenance
•
Requirements for effectively implementing a predictive maintenance strategy
•
Data collection, processing and storage requirements
•
Uncertainty arising from available data
•
Where we are now and challenges yet to be addressed
Mayorkinos Papaelias / School of Metallurgy and Materials, Senior Lecturer
Research Fellow / University of Birmingham
12:10 Case Study
Big Data Tools for Wind Energy Community (BigDataEurope platform):
Use Case in W/T Monitoring
•
Describing Big Data tools ecosystem
•
Using an open platform containing state of the art Big Data tools
•
Research on acoustic emission condition monitoring based on Big Data
Fragiskos Mouzakis / Head Wind Turbine Testing / Centre for Renewable
Energy Sources and Saving
12:40 Case Study
Big Data and Advanced Analytics for Predictive Maintenance
•
Data scientific on predictive maintenance
•
Advanced analytics on maintenance management
•
Decision making based on big data
Fausto Pedro García Márquez / Senior Lecturer / UCLM

14:50 Case Study
Wind Farm Monitoring and Response Deficit Analysis
•
Machine learning techniques essentially express correlational features
		
of data at one level as distributional features at another
•
Response Deficit Analysis is a statistical technique that has been used
		
for around 10 years to perform this kind of analysis
•
The objective is rapid automated detection of anomalies in wind turbine
		
performance relative to any benchmark or baseline provided
•
The technique can be used to augment and leverage domain expertise
		
and is easily integrated into routine asset management
Peter Clive / Senior Scientist / Wood Group
15:20 Case Study
Wind Condition Monitoring to Assess Life Time Extension
Opportunities
•
Wind condition monitoring: did you operate your turbines at their limits?
		
o And how to protect them, by means of refining the WSM – Wind Sector
		
Management Strategies, for example, based on the combination of good
		
wind measurement + loads!
•
Load calculations: show that the loads are clearly beyond design thresholds
		
in certain sites!
•
Assess the component life time extension potential:
		
o How much longer can you operate your turbines?
		
o Monitoring of components life time consumption in detail
•
Low uncertainties: Combine accurate an precise wind measurements
		
with detailed load calculations.
Jointly Presented by:
Karl Fatrdla / Head of Sales / ROMO Wind AG
Ruben Ruiz de Gordejela / CTO / Nabla Wind Power
16:00 Afternoon Tea and Networking
16:30 Case Study
3D Tool for Inspection, Planning and on-site Navigation
•
Design of maintenance and inspection
•
Big data prior to site inspection
		
o Maintenance schedules,
		
o Drawings,
		
o CAD files,
		
o Environmental data,
		
o Critical areas,
		
o Inspection standards,
		
o Signals from sensors,
		
o etc.
•
Enrichment and fusion of data
•
Decision tool
•
3D Visualization
Dr Vassilis Kappatos / Associate Professor Department of Technology
and Innovation / University of Southern Denmark
17:00 Case Study
Improving O&M with Asset Health Centre (AHC)
•
Select the right data for your AHC solution
•
AHC solution design and modularity
•
AHC framework and benefits
•
Drive effective O&M with interconnected tools:
		
AHC, work force management and asset managment.
Steve Hagner / Asset Health Center Industry Solution Executive / ABB
17:30 Case Study
Standardize, Share and Profit - Making use of Standard O&M Data
Definitions and Industry Collaboration
•
Ensure high quality in O&M data by applying IEAwind Recommended
		
Practices for O&M data collection
•
Benefit from cross-company O&M data sharing initiative WINDpool
•
Outlook on further research on IoT and data analytics at Fraunhofer IWES
Volker Berkhout / Research Associate / Fraunhofer IWE
18:00 Closing Remarks from the Chair and End of Day Two

Conference Speakers
Vinay Gupta / Head Data Analytics & Business Excellence / Suzlon Group
As Head Data Analytics & Business Excellence of Suzlon Energy Limited, Vinay Gupta is leading the Digitalisation Program of wind farm operations.
He has been instrumental in formulating the Digitalisation strategy and thereafter leading it from the front for successful execution. A thought
leader in the field of Predictive Analytics, Big Data Tools, IIoT systems and Telecommunications, he is closely working on various applications
related to Wind farm Operational Analytics, IT-OT Integration, Predictive Modelling & Smart Grid projects. Prior to this, he was in Enercon
India Limited in the similar role of Head Analytics & Operational Excellence. During his tenure of three years, he had initiated and successfully
implemented various analytical & digital transformational initiatives to optimise the wind farm performance. Earlier, as Colonel in Army, he had
played a pivotal role in establishing the first Centre for Data Analytics in Indian Army, developing analytics driven Military Equipment Management
system. Has rich & diverse experience of 26 years in the field of Analytics, Engineering & Telecommunication domain, in different roles and
handling large teams. He has participated as speaker/panellist in various international/national seminars/conferences on Big Data Analytics, IoT
and Renewable energy. He has also written various papers in leading Defence Journals. Vinay, an M.Tech (electronics & telecom) has studied at
Military College of Engineering, Secunderabad, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur and Indian Statistical Institute, Mumbai. He is also an
avid Marathon runner.

Dr Rebecca Sykes / Technology Innovation Leader / Lloyd’s Register Group Services Limited
Dr Rebecca Sykes is Innovation Technology Leader at Lloyd’s Register and brings commercial focus to the development of new technologies across
LR, especially in the field of renewables. She provides insight into up and coming innovations and scientific developments to LR’s renewables
business. With an engineering background, including an MSc in Renewable Energy specialising in remote sensing of wind turbine blades and
a PhD in Hydrodynamics of wave energy devices, she has supervised PhD students and R&D projects working on wave current interaction,
concept design of installation and O&M vessels for offshore wind in the EU LEANWIND project and devised a method for assessing CTV
vessel motions for offshore wind turbine access arrangements, amongst others. As a Innovation Leader she delivers and trains in the process of
Technology Qualification, a means for new technologies to gain assurance assisting in commercialisation and as IEC-RE Vice Chair for the Marine
Renewables Certification committee is part of a team developing an international certification scheme for marine renewables.

Antonios Papoutsakis / Senior Wind & Site Engineer / Terna Energy Greece
Antonios Papoutsakis is working in the wind industry since 2008 as an engineer in the wind & site department of Terna Energy and has conducted
several energy assessments for wind farms worldwide. For the last three years his line of work also includes data science with main focus on
power forecasting and wind farm performance evaluation. He is the head of the company’s power forecasting services and has supervised the
development of the in-house forecasting tool. He is also evaluating the power performance of the whole portfolio of the company’s operational
wind farms, exceeding 900MW, using machine learning techniques as well as conventional approaches such as power performance tests as
described in the IEC standards.

Mayorkinos Papaelias / School of Metallurgy and Materials,Senior Lecturer Research Fellow / University of Birmingham
Dr MayorkinosPapaelias (Ph.D. in Metallurgy, Chartered Engineer - Greece) is Senior Lecturer in NDT and Condition Monitoring at the School of
Metallurgy and Materials at the University of Birmingham. Dr Papaelias is an expert in NDT and condition monitoring technology. He has been
involved as technical coordinator or scientific consultant in several FP6 and FP7 collaborative research projects on renewable energy sources and
transport. He is the author or co-author of more than 70 journal and conference papers in NDT and condition monitoring. He is also a Member
of the International Society for Condition Monitoring chairing the Education Committee. He is also a Member of the BINDT Working Group on
Acoustic Emission. Dr Papaelias regularly authors articles for industrial magazines

Fausto Pedro García Márquez / Senior Lecturer / UCLM
Dr. Fausto Pedro García Márquez is Senior Lecturer (with Tenure and Full Professor Accredited from 2013) at UCLM (Spain), Honorary Senior
Research Fellow at Bimingham University (UK), and recently he was a Senior Manager at Accenture. He is director of Ingenium Research Group,
author of more than 150 papers, 19 books and 5 patents in Business Management. He had been awarded with more than 10 international prizes.

Elena González / Researcher / CIRCE foundation
Elena González is a PhD researcher at the Research Centre for Energy Resources and Consumption (CIRCE), participating in the EU funded
“Advanced Wind Energy Systems Operation and Maintenance Expertise” (AWESOME) project, aiming at optimising wind farm O&M. She
studied mechanical and energy engineering at the University of Valladolid, in Spain, and completed a Master’s Thesis in wind energy at Arts et
MétiersParisTech, in France. She spent almost 2 years at Natural Power working as a CFD and wind engineer. Her current research, developed with
the industrial support of Enel Green Power, focuses on wind turbine performance monitoring techniques by the use of SCADA data. The purpose
of her work is to enhance the operation of wind turbines through under-performance and fault detection. With over 5 years of experience in the
industry and academia, she enjoys discovering how academics can help the wind industry in going forward.

Conference Speakers
Volker Berkhout / Research Associate / Fraunhofer IWES
Volker Berkhout is research associate at the Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy and Energy Systems Technology (IWES) in the group “Wind farm
planning and operation”. He is an industrial engineer with a master in renewable energy and energy efficiency. After first professional experience in
R&D project management and controlling in the automotive industry he joined the IWES in 2011. Berkhout co-authored Fraunhofer IWES’ annual
wind energy report Germany from 2011 to 2013 and he is a member of the IEAwind task 26 group on the “Cost of Wind Energy”. Currently he
is responsible for the project “ModernWindABS” looking into process and information management as well as data management in wind farm
operation.

Michael Wilkinson EngD CEng MIET / Head of Section, Asset Integrity & Performance / DNV GL – Energy
Michael is the Head of Section for the regional Asset Integrity & Performance team and Service Line Leader for Asset Operation & Management
services globally at DNV GL Energy. After working as an Engineering Doctorate Research Engineer with FKI Energy Technology (De Wind), he
joined Garrad Hassan as an operational wind farm analyst in 2007. He spent several years assessing operational wind farms; working for owners,
operators and investors worldwide on a range of data analysis, wind farm monitoring and long term energy forecasting services. As Service Line
Leader he leads operational renewable activities for DNV GL’s global Energy’s business; he is responsible for the development of services in
asset management, inspections, short-term forecasting and operational data analysis. He is particularly interested in wind turbine data analytics,
condition monitoring and reliability analysis. Michael is a Chartered Engineer in the Institute of Engineering and Technology.

Clym Stock-Williams / Wind Energy Consultant / ECN
Clym Stock-Williams is a wind energy consultant and programme manager at the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN).
After obtaining a Masters degree in Physics from the University of Oxford in 2007, Clym worked on many aspects of renewable energy research,
development & demonstration at E.ON, before joining ECN in June 2016. At E.ON, Clym progressed from wave and tidal energy research to
managing a team of renewable energy yield analysts, followed by creating and leading a Data Science team. Since joining ECN, he has mainly
focused on developing ECN’s offshore wind farm simulation tools to best meet the industry’s challenges.

Christie Pommier / Team Leader Modelling and Data Science / Uniper Technologies
Christie studied Mathematical and Mechanical Modelling at MATMECA Engineering School in Bordeaux. She has worked in the industry for the
last 10 years undertaking pre- and post-construction analysis of wind farms as well as wind power forecasting. He now leads the Modelling and
Data Science team at Uniper Technologies.

Ruben Ruiz De Gordejuela / CTO / Nabla Wind Power
Ruben Ruiz de Gordejuela is Master Degree in Pure Mathematics by UPV, University of Basque Country, including several Prizes and Honor
Distinctions. Experienced in Aerodynamics, Aeroelasticity, Wind Turbines Design and Projects Management. For last 10 years he has leaded
technical teams and design projects in several Wind Industry OEM companies, as well as trained engineering students as Invited Professor in the
University. In Nabla Wind Power he is one of the 2 Founders and is in charge of the company and the technical team which shapes and adapts
the LTLMP (Long Term Life Management Plan) for each Wind Asset, according to the site-specific boundaries in order to achieve most sensible and
successful Life Extension and Asset value Upgrade.

Karl Fatrdla / Head of Sales / ROMO Wind AG
Karl graduated as a mechanical engineer at the Technical University of Vienna, where he stayed further two years in a material science R&D
project. In the automotive industry he started as a Project Manager in R&D projects, became a Project Management Professional (PMP according
to PMI standards) and worked successfully in international projects in the automotive field as well as in IT. At Schindler escalators he took over the
responsibility for the headquarter sales in the EMEA region and conducted large sales projects worldwide. Since 2009 Karl is in the wind industry,
where he built up sales in Eastern Europe as a Director Sales for Vestas. Finally since 2014 Karl is building up the international sales network for
Romo Wind to introduce the innovative iSpin technology to the wind industry.

Andy Macdonald / Senior Innovation Manager / Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult (ORE Catapult)
Andy Macdonald is the Senior Innovation Manager at the Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult (ORE Catapult). With experience in both
technology and commercial roles, Andy excels at identifying innovation opportunities and routes to commercialisation. Building collaborative
projects between ORE Catapult, industry and academic research partners is a core strength and is central to the value that Catapult adds to
the renewables sector. Andy has led the development of joint industry projects that bring operators together to address sector-wide issues that
need a coordinated approach. Prior to joining ORE Catapult, Andy worked in the tidal energy sector and he has hands-on experience of project
development and supply chain optimisation. He has cross-sector innovation expertise having worked on the development and introduction of new
technologies across telecoms, IT and energy industries.

Conference Speakers
David Hostert / Head of Wind Energy Research / Bloomberg New Energy Finance
David Hostert leads a global team responsible for producing and communicating analysis on the economics, policy, and strategic dynamics of the
onshore and offshore wind industry. He is also a specialist in European energy policy, auction design, and supply chain strategy. David holds an
MPhil in Environmental Policy from the University of Cambridge and a BA in Philosophy & Economics. He is fluent in English, German and French.

Daniel Luecht / Head of International Product & Wind IoT Solutions / Envision Energy
Daniel Luecht has studied and worked in London, Munich, Los- Angeles, South England and Denmark before returning to Hamburg to build up
International Product & Wind-IoT Solutions within Envision Energy. He has studied automotive engineering and -management at the University of
Applied Sciences, Hamburg and University of Hertfordshire, UK where he finished the Masters programme with distinction in 2004 and proceeded
to work in a fast and professional environment, assuring advanced technology and customers delight on luxury super cars within BMW and RollsRoyce Motor Cars.Passionate about solving the challenges for a sustainable future, the move into the wind industry was a natural fit. Applying
automotive industry knowledge within the wind pioneer Nordex Energy has helped growing the business and kick-started his management career.
Combining the position as a Senior Project Manager and Chief Engineer for new product development has changed the way Nordex approached
customer centric product development with the first of a kind new product – the first low-wind turbine N117/2400 which became a major success.
Daniel had been employed at Nordex for almost 7 years, serving the last 3 years as the Vice President Product Development before heading for
a new endeavour. In 2015 he relocated to Denmark to take over as the Head of Global Onshore Product Lifecycle Management and Global
Engineering in Siemens Wind Power. Product Lifecycle Management, Global Engineering and application- and tool development as one team
improved the way Siemens approached portfolio- and LCOE optimization for their worldwide customers base. Global Engineering integrated siting,
loads, certification and the development of customer specific towers to enhance conventional portfolio management. Advanced application- and
tool development with hubs in India, Germany, USA and Denmark turned products into flexible solutions. In his previous positions at BMW, Nordex
and Siemens he was provided with the possibility to enhance his management skills by joining various executive development programmes,
specifically designed to prepare leaders for future challenges in a rapidly changing global workplace. Since 2017 Daniels’ focus has even more
moved towards software related optimization and Wind-IoT to enhance wind turbine technologies integration into sustainable energy solutions
– Envision Energy’s core strength!

Dr. Mark Spring / Principal Engineer Renewables O&M / Lloyds Register
During 4 years as O&M development lead at Lloyd’s Register (LR), Mark Spring has brought together teams of subject-matter experts from many
fields, collaborated with wind farm operators, research institutions and academics, offering new consultancy services to improve informationtransparency and add value through algorithms for optimising vessel use, maintenance planning, assessing turbine health and risks of failure.
Access to this information has helped improve efficiency and introduced operators to expertise LR has developed in the other industrial sectors.
Prior to joining LR, Mark was Chief Engineer at Nordic Windpower, structural analyst in Alstom’s Haliade design team in Barcelona in 2010, loads,
mechanical/ structural design, software development at Garrad Hassan (GH). He lead GH participation in EU research projects such as ROTOW,
ReliaWind and Wind Farms in Hostile Terrain. He joined GH after completing his doctorate in 1998.

Dr Vassilis Kappatos / Associate Professor Department of Technology and Innovation / University of Southern Denmark
Dr Vassilis Kappatos is Associate Professor at Department of Technology and Innovation, University of Southern Denmark (SDU), Odense,
Denmark. He is currently Fellow of The Welding Institute and Member of the - Engineering Council of United Kingdom (CEng) / Technical
Chamber of Greece / Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers / Hellenic Society for Non Destructive Testing / Hellenic Institute of Acoustics
/ Danish Center for Applied Mathematics and Mechanics. He obtained his PhD in the area of Structural Health Monitoring and also holds the
Diploma of Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering (MEng). His research areas are Non Destructive Testing, Structural Health Monitoring and
Condition Monitoring. His research has been supported by the European Commission and other organizations. He has been the key leader and
coordinator in multiple research projects (29 European (H2020-FP7), 8 UK (TSB-Innovate UK) and 2 Danish), having completed many technical
reports/deliverables. He has over 100 publications in International Journals, Conference Proceedings, Book Chapters and Articles. He has
received a number of awards. He is reviewer of several international journals and conference proceedings. Throughout his career, he has lectured
at University level on a broad range of modules in the area of Applied Engineering in Denmark, in the United Kingdom and in Greece.

James Sinfield / Technology Acceleration Manager / The Carbon Trust
James is a Technology Acceleration Manager for the Carbon Trust and based in Edinburgh. James manages a number of Offshore Wind
Accelerator projects including the Wind Farm Control Trial Project investigating advanced control strategies to increase yield from offshore wind
farms and to reduce loads on turbines. In addition to this James has led several renewable energy policy and strategy research studies in the UK,
Europe and Asia. Prior to joining the Carbon trust, James led the marine energy activity at the University of Edinburgh with the Energy Technology
Partnership.

Conference Speakers
Christian Jahn / Senior Engineer / Innogy SE
•
		
•
		
•

Started at Innogy SE in 2010 as a SCADA engineer, mainly responsible for communication technologies like radio & line
communication, fibre optical cables, IT infrastructure etc.
SCADA communication in planning/engineering, construction and offshore commissioning for wind farm NSO and 		
planning/engineering for wind farm N1
Since 2015 project manager for condition monitoring systems research

Scott Evans / Senior Research Engineer in the Machine Learning Lab / GE Global Research
Dr. Scott C. Evans is Senior Research Engineer in the Machine Learning Lab at General Electric Global Research in Niskayuna, NY. He has 40
patents and over 40 publications in the areas of algorithms, wind analytics, sequence analysis, cyber-security, and wireless network routing /
Quality of Service (QoS). Scott holds a PHD in Electrical Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, an MS in Electrical Engineering from
the University of Connecticut and a BS in Electrical Engineering from Virginia Tech. Before joining General Electric Research, Scott served as a
nuclear-trained Submarine Officer in the United States Navy. Scott can be reached at evans@ge.com.

Philip Totaro / Founder & CEO / Totaro & Associates, LLC
Philip Totaro is the Founder and CEO of Totaro & Associates, a market research and innovation strategy consulting firm based in Hamburg,
Germany. Mr. Totaro is regarded worldwide as the foremost expert on wind industry technology and intellectual property matters. Mr. Totaro has a
Bachelor’s Degree in Aerospace Engineering and over 14 years of experience in strategic planning as well as creating and protecting intellectual
capital. He has previously worked for General Electric, United Technologies Corporation, Halliburton, and most recently was head of intellectual
property and competitive assessment for Clipper Windpower. He has helped cultivate and disposition over 500 innovations, and his assessments
have led to over 300 issued patents. His strategic market analysis has led to the funding justification of over US$600M in R&D investment and the
development of multi-million dollar product and service offerings. He has provided legal and technical due diligence for over US$1.8B in M&A.

Tom Neumann / Head of Research & Studies / UL-DEWI
Coming from semiconductor research and theoretical physics I started to engage myself in renewable energies and especially wind energy since
the mid of the 90’s. I worked in a planning office for wind energy for several years which gave me insight into many real world aspects of wind
energy. In the years 99-01 I was responsible for the German Technical Guidelines for wind energy (FGW) which also brought me back into the
field of research. Since 2001 I work at the Germany Wind Energy Institute which is now UL DEWI and since 2005 I am heading DEWI’s research
group. I was personally engaged in the research platform initiatives FINO1 and the German Offshore Wind Research Initiative RAVE from the
beginning until now.

Peter Clive / Senior Scientist / Wood Group
Peter has been involved in the wind industry since taking his Ph.D. in physics in 2002, working in the consultancy sector. He has participated in
IEC standards such as 61400-12-1 and -50-3, in IEA Wind Energy tasks and expert groups such as IEA Task 32 (concerned with guidance on the
use of lidar), and other industry forums. He has pioneered a variety of novel technical approaches, such as the use of non-linear scaling methods
in the estimation of long term mean and extreme wind speeds, the adoption of two-point statistics (transience) in the evaluation of turbulence
and its consequences for fatigue loads, the use of Response Deficit Analysis as an approach to “big data” issues, and the exploitation of the
transformational capabilities of scanning lidars in the assessment of wind conditions both pre- and post-construction. Peter is visiting professor at
Leeds Beckett University.

